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About This Game

WARNING: Some players may find the theme/content of Judgement disturbing. If you are sensitive to disturbing
thoughts/images, play at your own risk.

Judgement is a story-driven, decision-making adventure game, where your Judgement can mean the difference between life,
death, or somewhere in between. It's a game of morality and how gray it can be. In addition to a polished combat system,

Judgement features a dynamic story where each decision leads to a different outcome in the game. In all, there are thousands of
different combinations of choices the player can make, so each player (or playthrough) will have a different experience and a

different ending.

The game is trickled with collectible notes, which offer food for thought when it comes to decisions that the player will make,
or already has made, in the game or in real life.

Judgement, in its first form, was created when the designer was at the angsty age of 15. The perspectives and themes have their
origins in a 15-year old boy trying to tell a story. It's been worked on here and there and has reached the point that it's at today.
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Title: Judgement
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Nathan Archer, Luke Brown, Dan Kramer
Publisher:
Newfa Games
Release Date: 15 Sep, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: W

Memory: 12 MB RAM

English
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by far my favorite train in TS16, I love the way the trains looks, and feels and is lacking the bugs that most DLC for TS come
with. The cab signalling is fantastic. Simply concept that works
Press and hold the space bar or let it go it's up to you the better you get the more you get.. Game without menu and Esc closes
the game without any confirmation XD. My least favorite in the series. It has cards but no achievements. Powerups are too OP
if you have the cash for them, which you usually do, so the game can be easily breezed through. However, it's not a bad game on
sale, but for full price I personally do not recommend it.. Horribly done metroidvania game.
Flow of story is broken by introduction of new environmental mechanics completely contrary to the exact same mechanic
encountered earlier in the game (Hit E when you can't blow the vent away with your gun).
Robots can shoot through stuff and at angles you can't, but should be able to since the bipedal robots can shoot at that angle, and
you yourself are a bipedal human.

Graphics are 8bit, and done in a very smooth, aesthetically pleasing fashion.
But again, be prepared for arbitrariness on the hand of the game developer.. While this game looked like it could be quite
promising, it's lack of stability/compatibility makes it unplayable. Have tried two different computers with radically different
hardware but both within recommended spec and the game has failed run or crashed every time.

With this in mind I cannot recommend this game. Really fun game with portal like puzzles without the portals offcourse.. This
game is unique, but it lacks content. Challenging yet no replay value. It is an action game with repetitive moves, which you can
as comboes, assassination, stealth and whatever there is to fulfill your revenge.

Not worth its price, but it was worth paying a dollar.

Fun Value 3/5
Difficulty 5/5
Replay value 2/5

Overall 3/5. It's a fun concept that's been done before and this would be an decent take on it if it were more polished.

Pro:
Fun and simple
Controller support
Cheap

Cons:
Not enough levels (finished all of them in less than 2 hours)
Buggy: some missions prevent you from using special abilities
Took a while to figure out how to get into co-op

I'd recommend this, considering the price, if it were longer and less broken but as it stands I can't.. Love the single player
aspects of the game, love the modded community and the missions\/mission packs they create. No negative opinions on the
game I just wish the modded community was as big as MOWAS2's. I understand buying a DLC for new missions but I just don't
wish to see it be repeated. Defense missions would be nice.
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Just give these game a try, you won't be disappointed. Playing this feels right. Developers, thank you for these beautiful piece of
art. =). quot;i really loved this game because i love to scare myself" -KillerBoy-. I bought this game just cause I saw this dev can
reply each questions he saw.Very kind of him. This Game Legit Was Worse Then The Day I Got♥♥♥♥♥♥♥Over By Obama
And ISIS
. It's fun if you're into this kind of genre, but it's definitely not a game you play for the plot.. Repetitive♥♥♥♥♥♥
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